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TO: Sectors Warren G. W ^ ^ J ^ i e r t ^ . , , « » » £ " *»
Wait nuicui,

We wish to sclicit your written opinion as the first session of the S7th
Congress draws to a close, of the proposal of Congressman Pelly in his
hill HE 2O56 and his remarks in the June 7 Congressional Record page AUll0,
that the North Cascades of Washington he studied as to its potential for
a national park. In answering consider the natural resources message to
Congress of President Kennedy and its implementation hy Secretary Udall
calling for a survey to determine where additional national parks should
he proposed. Also note that in a prewar preliminary survey hy National
Park Service the North Cascades were found to outrank in its scenic,
recreational and wildlife values any existing national park and any
other possihility for such a park within "the United States.
We urge your cooperation in providing us with your statement hy
September 30 for puhlication in our October issue of The Wild Cascades.
Patrick D, Gol&sworthy
North Cascades Conservation Council
3215 N.E. 103rd Street
Seattle 55, Washington

(For replies, see page two)
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Senator Warren G. Magnus on — n. . . Agree that such a study be made of the
North Cascades as to its national park potential. Have long advocated
this. . . Thus far the proposal for such a study hasn't made much
progress, but, such efforts as you and your membership are putting forth
are most helpful. . ."
representative Don Magnuson — ". . . As in the past I am supporting legislation
directing the Secretary of the Interior to make a study to determine and
evaluate the advisability of establishing a national park. . . . It has
been my contention that fabulous natural areas such as our North Cascades
region should be out to the best possible public use. With cur tremendous
population growth we of this generation are obligated to preserve for the
use of future generations those all-too-few superb natural areas which so
many of us now enjoy. An immediate national park study of the North Cascades
is a vital step toward the preservation of this richly endowed natural region
and I shall continue to cooperate fully in trying to obtain favorable action
on the legislation involved."
Bepresentative Catherine May —
" . . . As you know, the Agriculture Committee's
Forests Subcommittee is going to tour the North Cascades portion of the
State . . . as well as hold formal hearings in Portland, Oregon on October
6 and 7. One of the main purposes of the tour is to study . . . national
forest areas of unusual scenic and recreational value. . . . In announcing
the itinerary of the Subcommittee, Chairman George Grant has stated: 'The
basic problem is whether these and other similar areas should continue to be
developed, used and administered under the multiple use policies. . . or
whether they should be set aside and reserved for limited purposes such as
recreation and scenic enjoyment, and their administration possibly turned
over to some other agency.'
"It is not my purpose at this time to take sides on issues involved, but I
want to compliment the North Cascades Conservation Council for their important
part in initiating interest in these problems so that the best possible
solutions may be forthcoming."
Representative Julia Butler Hansen — ". . . I do not believe that any Northwest member
of Congress objects to factual studies on any program of benefit to his or
her state. . . This, I am sure, is true of the North Cascades study.
"I am sure you are aware that there is much controversy at this present time
on the expenditure of public funds on programs of this sort at a time of crisis.
.1 have always supported sfrudiesgoing forward and bringing both sides of any
question into focus, and I also believe that we must look ahead with our
planning in order to save money. . ."
Representative Jack Westland —
" . . . In your letter you ask my support for H.R. 2156,
(to)provide for a study of the North Cascades of Washington by the National
Park Service. Legislation embodying this proposal has been introduced and
has been before Congress for several years, yet it has not been called up for
consideration by the House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee. . . .
"I would call your attention to one fact and that is, that at the present time
there exists over UoO,000 acres of wilderness area known as the Glacier Peak
Wilderness. . . It is my frank opinion that these areas, although not in the
Park Service, provide the scenic beauty and natural resources which give full
consideration to the theory of multiple use of our lands."
(See the November issue for addittonal replies)
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THE HOUSE OF REPRESElT'IATIvES

A BILL
To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to cooperate with the First'"
World Conference on National Parks, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the
Interior is authorized to cooperate with the First World Conference on
National Parks, scheduled to be held in Seattle, Washington, in I962, and in
connection therewith he may participate in defraying the expenses of the
Conference in an amount not to exceed $200,000, the appropriation of which is
hereby authorized.
* Chosen to be in our state because of incomparable scenery. The $200,000 is needed
to effect a first-class exhibit to be shown at the Fair. We need to give our parks
first-class publicity. Support this bill as well as identicaTTTlls: HR 8044^,
S 2164. Write Senators iTagnn son,'Tack-son and Congressman Magnuson, all of whom introduced
identical bills.
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The Wild Cascades
.' ; . The North Cascade Primitive Area is a wonderful wilderness and on the
Basis of conversations we had with some of the Forest Service personnel, "both
at one of the sessions of our meetings and in the field, we are in hopes that
it will he reclassified with a gain rather than a loss in acreage. As you know,
they are considering eliminating the eastern portion running east from Horseshoe
Creek and to add some land south of portions of the Primitive Area south and
west of Chewack Creek, including Black Lake. We sensed that there is a danger
that the Boundary might he drawn along the creek rather than on the crest to the
east and that there might he developments of an uncertain nature on the northern
part of Ross Lake from the road end coming down from Canada. There is always
the danger too, it seems to me, that the Boundary will not go down to the high
water line of Ross Lake hut will permit undesirahle non-wilderness developments
along the shoreline. This is just" a hunch. Although the men we spoke to did
not seem to contemplate eliminating the Pasayten Valley—this wide wooded valley
impressed us greatly as an essential part of the wilderness—there is always
a danger that some such proposal could he pushed at a later date. It was our
hope, that if the area can he estahlished without significant deletions and
with net gains that the process may move forward rapidly even without hearings-*
if there are no serious deletions or omissions—so that it might come into the
protection of the Wilderness Bill as one of the initial areas.
We were all greatly impressed By the wild and rugged country Between the North
Cascade Primitive Area and the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area and continue to
feel strongly that this should he classified as wilderness. It seems to me that
on the Basis of Secretary Freeman's Hold Order, there is an opportunity if enough
letters come in to him to force a reconsideration of the multiple-use classification given to this area By the previous Secretary of Agriculture at the time
the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area was estahlished. Since the Region 6 study
ordered By the Secretary of Agriculture is, we understand, due in Octoher, there
is little time to Lc?.).
.,. . I was very well impressed with the Cougar Lakes Limited Area and its
proposed extension for wilderness area classification.
One of the great unclassified areas in the Pacific Northwest seems to me to he
the Alpine Lakes Wilderness (including its three units in the Snoqualmie, Mt.
Stuart", and Salmon La Sac country) as descrihed By John Warth in his very fine
article in THE LIVING WILDERNESS, Spring i960. There is a reprint of this article availahle which may he ohtained through The Wilderness Society office. Also
Charlie Heesey's article, "Across the North Cascades Primitive Area," in THE
LIVING WILDERNESS, Autumn-Winter I96O-6I.
Both Dr. Zahniser and I greatly appreciate receiving copies of The Wild Cascades
— I have Been enjoying this ouhlication from its very first issue.
Sincerely
If not yet a memher, join the Wilderness
Society, 2144 p St.,N.W., Washington. 7,
D.C. $5 a year; all receive THE LIVING
WILDERNESS, a^quarterly.

George Marshall
Managing Editor
THE LIVING WILDERNESS
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KNOW YOUR NATIONAL
FOREST iRANGERS:^ Eoscoe (Ross) T. Files
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Ranger Ross Files is one of the most colorful rangers in the United States Forest
Service. A national expert on avalanche "control and winter sports administration,
he administers the Mt. Baker-Mt. Shuksan area with a stern hand in order that
recreationists in both summer and winter will be as safe as possible from the
hazards of a rugged mountain area.
Ross is in charge of the Glacier Ranger District of the Mt. Baker National Forest.
His headquarters is the Glacier Ranger Station near the Forest boundary. The Glacier
District covers 2U5,260 acres of which 62,050 acres lies in the North Cascade
Primitive Area, 39.5^6 acres in the Mt. Baker Recreation Area, and 1,5:56 in the North
Fork Nooksack Natural Area. The drainages of the Chilliwack River, Ensawkwatch Creek,
Silesia Creek, Tomyhoi and Damfino Creeks, and the North and Middle Forks of the
Nooksack River comprise the entire district.
Graduating from the University of Washington, Ross started work on the Snoqualmie
National Forest in I9UI. Outstanding was his winter assignment of twelve years in
administering the large and heavily used Snoqualmie Pass Winter Sports Area. He was
promoted to his present position in January, 195^. His achievements in the winter
sports field are many. He has participated in avalanche control work at the Avalanche
Research Station in Alta, Utah. This year he iiras an instructor at the national
training session held at Alta. Last year Ross was chosen as one of six in the United
States to be on the Snow Safety Team at the Eighth Winter Olympics at Squaw Valley.
As a member of the Ski Patrol and a qualified National Ski Patrolman, he has been
a leader in that organization and has conducted avalanche training for the Pacific
Northwest Region. For eight years he has administered the Mt. Baker Winter Sports
Area, a complicated terrain, plagued "by avalanches in the lift area after every storm.
Two recoilless rifles were a great help last winter.

: : a
He holds the Ski Patrol Purple Merit Star for saving a life in avalanche rescue.
Although this takes but a sentence to say, it represents fast action and fine leadership in a major avalanche search and rescue mission that could well fill the chapter
of a book.
When fire is loose in the forests, Ross heads up the most capabletopmen to be called
anywhere in Oregon or Washington. As "Fire Boss" he is in complete charge of fighting the large or tough fire to which he may be assigned.
His advice to all who love the mountains is:
(1) Never ski tour in avalanche country without basic avalanche training.
(2) Never, under any circumstances, ski past "Closed, Avalanche Danger " signs
near developed winter sports areas — a n d be sure to register when touring
in open areas.
(3) Always register when climbing mountains—even minor climbs—it costs nothing
and may save your life.
(U) Remember, disaster and tragedy fall fast upon the unwary in our mountains.
Keep an eye on the weather, do not exceed safe limits or endurance or
go beyond your ability in cross-country travel and climbing.
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Rz/DOtit an Coi^/oi^ LdKe$>
Carmelita Lowry
The proposal for a Cougar Lakes' Wilderness Area has aroused a considerahle amount
of interest and support among conservationists. In addition to the N3C, the Wilderness Society, the Sierra Club, the Mountaineers, Summit Magazine and the Lude Ranchers Association have expressed an interest in the porposal.
In Md-August Harvey Broome, president of the Wilderness Society, and George
Marshall, managing editor of The Living Wilderness, and a board member of the Sierra
Club spent a week at the Double K Ranch in Goose Prairie hiking and riding in the
area. On August lU they rode to Mt, Aix in a party including Kay Kershaw, owner of
the Double K, L. 0. Barrett, Supervisor of Snoqualmie National Forest, F. H. "Spike"
Armstrong, the llaches District ranger and guests of the Double K. It was during this
all-day ride that we learned that the Copper City timber sale had indeed gone through
in spite of numerous protests.
Both Mr. Broome and Mr. Marshall were impressed by the magnificent scenery in
the Cougar Lakes area and the suitability of the area for inclusion in the Wilderness
system.
On hearing about the Cooper City timber sale John Osseward made ahrief trip tc
the Double K to confer with Harvey Broome.
Late in August the area was visited by Justice William 0. Douglas whose interest
in this country has been eloquently expressed in his books Of Hen and Mountains and
My Wilderness, the Pacific West.
The climax of Justice Doublas' visit was an allday ride from the Double K making a loop trip from Copper City to Twin Sisters Lakes,
Blankanship Meadows, and back to Copper City. Again the party included Mr. Barrett
and Mr. Armstrong as well as Mrs. Douglas, Kay Kershaw and Double K guests. The main
point of interest was the Copper City area itself which has been ruined beyond
belief by the construction of the 1.5 wile- extension of the Copper City road.
Naturally the timber sale was the main topic of. conversation during Justice Douglas'
visit. In spite of our vociferous protests Mr. Barrett—who assumed full responsibility for the sale in front of at least eight witnesses— continued to maintain the
position that the Copper City sale in no way affects the aesthetic values of the
area and, idien questioned further, expressed the belief that the high country is all
that matters in a Wilderness Area since the timbered valleys are of "great economic
value." In short, it was made abundantly clear to us that the Forest Service is
willing to consider the timbered areas solely on the basis of a short-term economic
value, ignoring the fact that the real economic value of this area lies in leaving
it as it is (i.e., recreation, watershed).
The Copper City sale itself is of interest as an example of Forest Service
attitudes. 1,850,000 board feet of timber were sold, 1,300,000 of which were windthrown trees, largely hemlock, which have been lying around for three years. The
remaining 550,000 board feet are standing white pine which is said to be affected
with blister rust. The Forest Service excuse, of course, is that this is a salvage
sale which was made to avoid economic loss and to eliminate a fire and insect hazard.
The economic value of this timber does not justify the expense of the logging operation and it seems obvious that the sale was merely an excuse for extending the road.
This operation is taking place within the present Cougar Lakes Limited Area, but,
as Mr. Barrett pointed out, the status of a Limited Area merely means that the Forest
Service "thinks twice" before logging. The status of our proposal for a Wilderness
(continued)
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Excerpted from a letter
William 0. Douglas
"... last week I visited the Bumping, Lake area of the Cascades and
saw a destructive Forest Service Project in operation. I was with
Barrett— the Supervisor of the Snoqualmie Forest—who conceived the
plan. It extends the road a mile and a quarter, pushing it dangerously
close to the top alpine area. Now the jeeps and tote gotes can get in
easily. A wooded canyon of great "beauty and solitude is being ruined.
"Barrett now plans to build five miles of road above Bumoing Lake towards
Fish Lake in order to take out blow-down. That is an awful invasion of
a sanctuary. He also plans to log L-l/2 million board feet west of
Chipmonk (below Bumping) . . .
"Two things we must do; and we must move fast.
"First, the Forest Service law must be changed so that there is a public
hearing on the desirability of cutting and road building before the
project is launched.
"Second, the hearing must be before an independent board or panel which
does not represent the men who draw up the plan. . .
"Without these two basic protections we are lost. The remaining bits of
wilderness in the U.S. Forests will be preserved or destroyed depending
on the caprice of the Supervisor or Regional Director. . . . (By the
way, as a result of the Copper City logging and road building, the pure,
sparkling Naches River is now for the first time in ^0 years running mud!)

(Continued from page six—Cougar Lakes Report)
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Area, v/e were told, is that it is "being considered)"
A comparison of the replies to the many telegrams andDetters 'that were sent
to the Secretary of Agriculture protesting the Coppe'r^City sale/shows^hat they
have been answered with a form letter devised in therSecretaryys office\ We are
assured that the "sale of this material 'tji.*, timber^wlll result withinva short
time in a materially improved aesthetic condition than would otherwise be The case."

:

SUT#iIT MAGAZINE'
"-^ If'you are not a subscriber to this lively magazine of tne^mcuntainsT"
you missed, in the September issue, an article by Dee Molenaar on "Shade Your
Topographic Maps" telling how to make them more nearly resemble aerial photos so ^
that rugged terrain stands cut clearly. £ Send $U.OO for one year to Summit, 4hJ=±
MilDi
Creek Road, Big Bear Lake, California^jfe^J^j^. J L — ^ ^ a S S ^ a S B
-"^
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BOOK REVIEW: ftiE LiviN& LAND
(The Living Land, Roderick Haig-Brown., Williaij/Mcrrow^and'„£JoinDany, New York, 1961,
$1^.50)
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Reviewed oy\Phil ZaleskyJjT,
All who take conservation seriously should read The Living Land, Though the
author concentrates on his own homeland, British Columbia, the Puget Sound Country,
after all, is part of the same geographical unit. The book is an encyclopedia of
Northwest conservation, dealing with the basic resources of soil, water and climate;
and more specifically with forests, agriculture, energy, fisheries, mining, recreation, pollution, and people.
However, this book is not the last word. It never shakes itself free from
superficialities. There is still a need for a conservation handbook done in depth,
and a need forabook that shows the economic stimulus to the Northwest economy of our
National Parks and our valderness.
Roderick Haig-Brown is internationally recognized as one of the finest writers
in our region. His tales of wildlife in British Columbia and Washington sing with
a lyricism like the rivers of which he is so fond. But those familiar with his past
works must prepare to be disappointed: he has so tightened his style to suit the
present pedantic purpose that the prose is such as could have been written by any
good scholar.
Occasionally, however,r he recaptures the old fervor, as in the following:
" . . . conservation is a dynamic, not a static, conception. It does not mean simply
hanging on to things, like a miser to his gold. It means putting them to use, seeking a valuable return from them and at.the same time ensuring future yields of at
least equal value. It means having enough faith in the future to respect the future
and the needs of future people; it means accepting moral and practical restraints
that limit immediate self-interest;: it'means'-binding a measure of wisdom and understanding of natural things'that- few people have attained;, ultimately, though we no
longer see it in this way, it is a religious concept—the most universal and fundamental of all such concents, the worship of fertility to which man has dedicated
himself in every civilization since his race began. Ne may well believe now that
an intellectual and scientific approach is more likely to succeed than a mystical
one. But without moral concepts and without a sense of responsibility for the future
of the human race, the idea of conservation could have little meaning. Since it
deals for the future as well as for the present, it must always be as much an act
of faith as an intellectual exercise."
Roderick Haig-Brown treats his material precisely and objectively, rarely
infusing his own views. The illustrations of fish, wildlife, flora, minerals and
geology are outstanding. All in all, it's a book well worth reading.

The North Cascades Conservation Council has noted with alarm the exploding
invasion of Forest Service trails by gasoline powered trail vehicles. These are
the trails that have traditionally enabled many thousands of hikers to find relief
in the National Forests away from the noise of a mechanized world.
Patrick D, Goldsworthy, president of the Council, stated that the threat of
Tote-Gotes taking over the trails of Washington's Cascades can be met in a large
part by the creation of the proposed North Cascades National Park and the North
Cascades Wilderness Area, where mechanized trail vehicles are prohibited. . .
The day may come when pur national parks will be the only place where the hiker
can escape from the hunter's gun in the fall and the hunter's traiL-scooter in the
summer.
During the first weekend in August members of the North Cascades Conservation
Council were on a wilderness hike into the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area on Meadow
Mountain when they encountered ten Tote-Gotes. One of these gasoline-powered trail
scooters which had ground its way illegally five miles into the Wilderness Area
was observed doing the following:
(1) Leaving the trail wherever the switchback corner was too sharp, the trail
too cut-up, or the grass and heather adjacent to the trail was smoother; the effect
was to damage the trail by leaving tire grooves into and out of the trail, leaving
scars in the meadows which will aid in trail erosion when rains begin. Foot hikers
are taught not to cut corners on switchbacks.
(2) Wherever the traction was poor due to loose dirt, rocks or mud, the rear
wheel kept turning and digging into the trail, the back end of the vehicle fishtailing back and forth, until the tire tread encountered a solid footing, at which point
the Tote Gote would then lurch forward.
In the summer of i960 the Sierra Club conducted its first Northwestern Wilderness
threshold Trip;—a trip designed for families hiking while their equipment is packed
in. For a week the wilderness of Cooper Lake in Washington's Cascades had captured
the imagination of the 11 adults and 13 children with families coming from as far
away as Ohio. The wilderness mood of the trip, planned many months in advance, was
shattered in a minute as two husky men roared through our trailside camp to awaken
us all at six in the morning. The morale of the trip was broken; disillusionment,
anger and disbelief were felt throughout camp. Me wondered whether the children
would grow up to recognize two-wheeled trail scooters as a normal feature of
wilderness^we hope not.

7%£ S/ens /}/?£ GO/NG- Up
H y o . CHRISWELL, Forest Supervisor, Mt. Baker National Forest, has ordered
the Wilderness signs up, one more step toward eliminating Tote-Gote fumes.
". . . Had we not been fighting many stubborn fires which hung in the rocks
and cliffs, we would have had the signs up early in August. As it was, only
a portion of the Glacier Peak Wilderness signs were in place. They should all
be posted by now. On these signs is the reminder that mechanical equipment
of any kind is prohibited."
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WILDERNESS MEASURES ARE ASSAILED

FORAN ASKS WILIfiREESS BILL SCPUTINY
Spokane, Wn., Aug. 31, 196I

Spokane, Wn., Aug. 31, I96I

National legislation to establish a
wilderness preservation sygtem ought tend
to adversely affect the economy of Washington State, and should be carefully studied
by every citizen, Congressman Walt Horan,
R- Washington, said.

Efforts to rush wilderness legislation through Congress were assailed by
State Land Commissioner Bert C. Cole.

". .1 .The average family which enjoys
spending a Sunday or a weekend camping or
picnicking simply would not have the money
nor the time to pack into wilderness areas.
"In addition, lumbering, mining and
grazing operations would be prohibited in
the wilderness areas and no protection for
vital watersheds would be allowed. This
aspect of the legislation would seriously
jeopardize the economy of the state. . . "

The Spokesman-Review

^L- HoeJ tony,

SPofcirye,

/r/i/St

"If the people of this state don't
wake up, large - areas will soon be
locked up for single-use wildernesses,"
he told the Spokane Chamber of Commerce
Timber Products Bureau.
The need for some wilderness areas
is evident, he said, but urged that a
detailed inventory of the proposed areas
to be set aside be made by foresters,
geologists and others before action is
taken., . .
Cole said wilderness proponents
were so well organized to pressure
Congress into action that opposition to
the measure has become "politically
dangerous."

/ts Qcij/o West land?)

The Spokesman-Review
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PACIFIC CREST TRAIL SYSTEM — Two items of interest about the Cascades are the new
maps of the Pacific Crest Trail System. One map details the "Cascade Crest Trail"
and the other the "Oregon Skyline Trail."
These are some of the best maps yet produced for the public by the U.S. Forest Service.
Not only have they clearly illustrated the trail itself, but they have written a
description of each portion of the trail. It is always difficult to look at a map
and determine the distance between points. These distances are described in the
texts that accompany the maps. For your free copies, write to the U.S. Forest Service,
Post Office Building, Portland, Oregon.
For your free copy of Glaciological Research Program, Interim Report by P. D. Hahn,
Power Bulletin #2., Division of Power Resources (which tells all about the glacier
melting) simply write: Earl Coe, Dept. of Conservation, Olynpia, Washington
For your free copy of Lumber Industry Facts, I96O-6I (jam-packed with facts and figures,
57 pages of ammunition; simply write: NATIONAL LUMBER MFGRS ASSOC., 1319-lSth St. N.W.
Washington 6, D.C.
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What has been going on with the Executive Commattee of the N3Cs? Long overdue
are the monthly reports on the minutes of the meetings. Here are .
Executive Committee has been talking about.
April 28, I96I — Bill Hnlliday reported that the Seattle Physician's Committee
for a North Cascades National P^rk has UO members. The possibility of setting up
a Dental and a Legal group was taken up. A motion was made, and carried, that
members residing a considerable distance from Seattle be reimbursed for travel
expenses at the rate of $5 P e r meeting.
The Council received a letter from the
Good Outdoors Manners Organization inviting our active participation in their
activities. It is suggested that individual members may care to join and participate
in this commendable effort.
The N3C are unalterably opposed to public hunting in national parks. Field Trips:
Phil Zalesky proposed that the Council plan several outings for members this summer
with the ultimate aim of N3C pack trips similar to those sponsored by the Sierra Club.
These trips will not only provide group hikes but will publicize danger spots in
the North Cascades area. Phil was appointed chairman. (The following trips were
made, one to Meadow V\,, and one to Sulphur Mt. in August and September) Bills
Payable to the Sierra Club in the amount of $730 includes the cost of the scenic
eostcards as well as the brochure, "Our Greatest National Park". The Committee
authorized the treasurer, Charles Hessey, to reimburse the Citizens' Committees
of costs incurred by them, reporting expenditures to the Executive Committee at
periodic intervals.
May 26, I96I —
Polly Iyer arranged for a meeting with Governor Rossellini along
with other groups to discuss conservation issues. It was suggested that articles
on possible trail trips be printed in the newsletter. Chuck Hessey stated that
Kay Kershaw and Isabelle Lynne, who run the Double K Ranch, have submitted to the
Forest Service a proposal to establish a Wilderness Area in this region, and he
considers it a defensible area. A report will be made after further investigation.
The Executive Committee will meet henceforth the fourth Friday of each month.
June 23, I96I —
It was decided that the Executive Committee be responsible for
the editorial policy of The Wild Cascades, and that the basic material in the
newsletter be related to the North Cascades. The notion was made by Phil Zalesky
that we co-sponsor the Cougar Lakes Wilderness Area proposal, and was carried.
July 28, I96I —
The distribution of Congressman Pelly's statement in the Congressional Record on the Park Study Bill which he sponsors has reached the lU,000 mark,
and the Washington Federation of woman's Clubs will send out 10,000 this fall
provided the Wf> provide certain funds to finance the project. An anonymous gift
of $E0 from an N3C member has defrayed printing costs of Pelly's reprints.
John Warth reported on the reclassification of areas in the Gifford Pinchot National
Forest: Four areas around Spirit Lake have been classified as "Recreation" or
"Scenic" areas, including the lake area north of Spirit Lake which will be for
wilderness recreation. The Forest Service does not plan on building roads to the
north side of Spirit Lake and no logging will be done in that area. In Langdon's
words, "we don't want to skid logs into the lake." The Forest Service also admitted
that the "infestation" in the trees on the north slope of St. Helens had taken care
of itself.
(continued)
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Earing the past year the various films we own were shown more than 90 times to
about 75OO persons. In the hope of getting still wider circulation, the following
information is brought to your attention:
WHAT FILMS DO WE HAVE?
1- Three copies of Wilderness Elps of Stehekin, an award-winning 30-minute, lb-:mm sound and color film produced by the Sierra Club. (Requires standard sound
projector.)
2- One copy of Glacier Peak Holiday. Produced by our treasurer, Chuck Hessey,
and contains some fabulous shots of the really high country. Runs about 30 minutes
and requires a l6-mm magnetic sound projector.
>- One copy of North Cascades National Park Affirmative Number One. A new lbminute, lc-mm sound and color film by Chuck Hessey. (Requires standard sound
projector.)
M- One copy of An Island in Time, a new Sierra Club 28-minute, lc-mm sound
and color film" about the Point Reyes Peninsula. It requires a standard sound
projector and is on loan to us from the Point Reyes National Seashore Foundation.
WHERE CAN THE FILMS BE OBTAINED? In Washington from Joe Miller, lbU/Jb S.E. 9th St.,
Bellevue, Washington, who will mail them to you or arrange to have them ready for
pick-up at his office in downtown Seattle. He will also furnish you with brochures
on the North Cascades, petitions, membership blanks and wilderness cards to help
you convert your audience. Over fifty other copies of Wilderness Alps are available from addresses on the enclosed list.

The Executive Committee Minutes- continued
In the Mount Adams area, a one- mile strip of trees will be left on the south side
and no timber will be cut between Council Bluffs lookout and Mount Adams which will
be visible to the viewer. On the north side of Adams a one-half mile zone will be
left around Taklakh Lake. In the Goats Roeks a buffer zone will be maintained
around the Wild Area, Langdon (Acting Superintendent) saying the Forest Service
recognizes the need for buffer zones around dedicated areas. The entire White
Pass area will be predominantly recreation with the development of view spots along
the highway. An article on the above will be forthcoming in the Wild Cascades.

WlLdeKTieSS

Q\*d&?

Solve your Halloween and Thanksgiving gift-giving problems early. Give
complete sets of Wilderness Cards. They are beautiful, cheap and suitable for
mailing or hoarding. With them you can have summer all year! Send $1.25 for
SFA/MTEEN cards to Mrs. Margaret Tjaden, 82*43 l6th N.E., Seattle 55, Washington

Have you ever heard anything stranger
Than the comment made by a ranger
Who said "Cutting down trees
Keeps them free from disease
And eliminates forest fire danger.
—Mad Doggerel

the ReateRs

React:
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ASSjgTT AND DISSENT
Editors, The Wild Cascades:
***

***

I an indeed ple-sed that you h*ve an interest in the activities of the
Department of Natural Eesources. . . —Bert L. Cole, Commissioner of Public
Lands
Congratulations on the June issue of The Wild Cascades. Best yet!

***

^F unncdJ 0 s e d f i n d

***

Drank y o u f o r the opportunity to send you news releases which I issue from
time to time. I am placing you on my mailing l i s t .
— Jack ifestland, Member of Congress

***

17e hear from one of the climbers from Olympia that he deplores the N3C
newsletter sinking to the depths of j o u r n a l i s t i c mire thai the opposition has
Keep up the good work—he's p a r t of the opposition.
— Anonymous

— Subscriber Morley
bs of

g°
c«»ey for your Help-send-a-IIotel-auer-to-Coney-Island
- • •
Carmelita Lowry
*** I'm delighted with the new s p i r i t and the zestful writing in the newsletter.
I ra not sure I want a l a r g e r journal—I can 1 1 read a l l I must read now—but
keep the s p i r i t , by a l l means!
— Newell Ford, Stanford University

l u ' , , W h r t y 0 u PTe d o i a g with the N3C News seems s a t i s f a c t o r y to me, except
that I suspect you needn't come out with a copy as often as you do. I think
quite a lot of material has been r e p e t i t i o u s over recent years. .
***
m. -T
— Irving Clark, J r .
. . . I t ivever . . i l l Be Missed' i s such a b e a u t i f u l l y sensitive piece t h a t t h i s
reader read through tears—and everyone I've talked with about i t found i t
equally touching. M i l there be others i n the s e r i e s ? .
***
a. u
"— & r a c e He*1*
***

. . . Uur hearty congratulations to the author of "Moral Tales for Young
Birdwatchers" and also to whoever creamed Jack Westland so effectively.
— Isabelle Lynn, Kay Kershaw

Were you a good conservationist
DID YOJ.
last month?
NORTH CASC/JES "CONSERVATION COUNCIL
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